**STEPH GARCIA**

Steph Garcia is best known for her quick wit, ferocious sarcasm, impersonations of drunk girls and hysterical, yet vulnerable stories of life including marriage, kids and regrets. She has entertained thousands by drawing upon experiences from her drunken nights as a single gal to getting married to a U.S. Marine.

Steph is fresh off her performance on ABC's The View, and was labeled by the hosts as one of the Funniest Housewives in America. She was a finalist in Comedy Central's Up Next Talent Search and Shaquille ONeal's All Star Comedy Jam in 2013 respectively. You can see her perform solo and with the popular all-female group of talented comediennes, The Real (funny) Housewives of Rio Linda.

**DANIEL HUMBARGER**

Combining intellectual wit and working-class charm, comedian Daniel Humbarger is a new voice of irreverence in the comedy world. His approach to joke telling has earned him appearances on the Starz network, in the “Coexist Comedy Tour” Documentary and Hulu. Willing to defy convention, Daniel frequently switches gears from boisterously charming to darkly dry, as he delivers analytical sarcasm, relatable nerdisms and sincere ideas while exploring themes ranging from the absurdity of societal norms to mildly-inappropriate personal matters.

Humbarger has shared the stage with some of today’s most notable comedians, including Hannibal Buress, Dave Attell, Tommy Johnagin, and Sebastian Maniscalco. Festival credits include 2015 San Francisco Sketchfest; 2012, ’13 and ’14 Sacramento Comedy Festival; and the S.H.I.T.s and Giggles Festival in Humboldt, CA.

Whether captivating crowds on stage at his home theater or out on the road, look for Daniel Humbarger to diagnose the human condition and then operate. With a sledgehammer.